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hose who dream by day are cognizant of many things
which escape those who dream only by night.
– Edgar Allen Poe
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I dream of a better world where chickens can cross the
road without having their motives questioned.
– Sean Flaherty
You can't start the next chapter in your life if you keep
re-reading the last one.
– Mark Twain

America is the only country where a significant
proportion of the population believes that professional
wrestling is real but the moon landing was faked.
– David Letterman
To go against the dominant thinking of your friends, of
most of the people you see every day, is perhaps the most
difficult act of heroism you can perform.
– Theodore H. White
Anyone who thinks sitting in church can make you a
Christian must also think that sitting in a garage can make
you a car ...
– Garrison Keillor

When I go to the beauty parlor, I always use the
emergency entrance. Sometimes I just go for an estimate.
– Phyllis Diller
You smug faced crowds with kindling eyes,
You cheer as soldier lads march by.
Sneak home and pray you'll never know,
The hell where youth and laughter go.
– Siegfried Sassoon, on WW I, the War To End All Wars

Thoroughly conscious ignorance is the prelude to every
real advance in science.
– James Clerk Maxwell
I find that half the Facebook crowd seems to feel
obligated to show up daily, and then tries to figure out
something to say.
– Alan Weiss

You have your way. I have my way. As for the right way,
the correct way, and the only way, it does not exist.
– Friedrich Nietzsche
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I always wondered why somebody didn't do something
about that, then I realized I was ‘somebody’.
– Lily Tomlin

I want my children to have all the things I couldn't afford.
Then I want to move in with them ...
– Phyllis Diller
Resentment is like drinking poison and then hoping it will
kill your enemies ...
– Nelson Mandela
The time is always right to do what is right ...
– Martin Luther King, Jr.

Don't let the fear of the time it will take to accomplish
something stand in the way of your doing it. The time will
pass anyway; we might just as well put that passing time to
the best possible use.
– Earl Nightingale

When I stand before God at the end of my life, I would
hope that I would not have a single bit of talent left, and
could say, 'I used everything you gave me'.
– Erma Bombeck

Since we cannot know all that there is to be known about
anything, we ought to know a little about everything.
– Blaise Pascal
I like nonsense; it wakes up the brain cells.

– Dr. Seuss

Courage means to keep working a relationship, to
continue seeking solutions to difficult problems, and to stay
focused during stressful periods.
– Denis Waitley
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My View of KRWA: "Be Here Now!"

USDA Rural Development
Offers Assistance with Loans and
Grants and Supports Technical
Assistance Programs
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Consultants to Modify a Contract

Municipal and RWD Water Use
Reduction: Unnecessary and Costly
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DWR's Online Water Use
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In the City of Somewhere, Kansas, a
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Your Web Site Says a Lot About You
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Hopefully, Long-time Operator
What's a Utility to Do with
Abandoned Funds?

